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Abstract—The essential component of legged locomotion is
control of the ground reaction force. To understand the role of
the musculoskeletal body in dynamic locomotion, we investigate
bipedal running using a musculoskeletal “Athlete Robot”. The
configuration of the muscles in the robot is compatible with the
human. The spring-like property of the human lower leg during
running is modeled as an elastic blade foot based on findings from
biomechanics. The motor command of the robot is represented
by time series data of muscle activation. The muscle activation
patterns are determined from numerical calculation using a
model of the musculoskeletal leg based on the measurement of
muscle activity and kinetic data of the human movements. In the
simulation results, the robot runs 8 steps with a speed of 3 m/s.
We also demonstrate that the real bipedal robot is able to run
for several steps.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In legged locomotion, the ground reaction force provides
thrust force to move forward and moment to maintain the
posture. The Raibert’s hopping robot shows essentials in
legged locomotion using a simple mechanism of telescopic
leg [1]. However, the relationship between the method to
control simplified model and the motor command used in
musculoskeletal human body (Fig.1) is still not clear.
There are several humanoid robots capable of generating
dynamic bipedal running [2], [3]. The standard humanoid
robot uses servo controller to follow the desired joint angles
generated from a planning of the footprint and ZMP position.
The method can only control ground reaction force indirectly
through the geometric condition of the robot. In addition,
tendon-like elastic element is incompatible with precise angle
control.
In contrast, animals perform dynamic legged locomotion
with their musculoskeletal system, which has no sensor for
absolute joint angles, and has viscoelasticity in muscle-tendon
tissues [4]. To investigate the role of musculoskeletal force
control in legged locomotion, we focused on bipedal running
with musculoskeletal robot driven by pneumatic artificial
muscles. A force control plays an important part in support
phase of bipedal running. We focused on the musculoskeletal
force control behind the measured ground reaction force. We
suppose that the observed complex time series data of joint angles in running motion originate from relatively simple muscle
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activation patterns. Our hypothesis is that the musculoskeletal
force control eases the motion generation in adaptive running
motion, and tolerates elasticity of the mechanism.
A few challenges in force control of legged locomotion with
humanoid robot have been conducted. A passive balancing
on the uneven ground with torque control is studied using
SARCOS full-body humanoid robot driven by hydraulic actuators [5]. A hydraulic-powered biped PETMAN robot is also
expected to control the body posture through force control
method also used for quadruped BigDog robot [6].
II. A RTIFICIAL M USCULOSKELETAL S YSTEM
A. Musculoskeletal Robot
The musculoskeletal system has unique mechanisms such
as viscoelasticity in muscle-tendon complex, mono- and biarticular muscles and tendon-pulley system to perform agile
and dynamic movements. The mechanical properties of the
muscle-tendon tissue and its function in energy regeneration
are much debated issue in biomechanics research. The muscletendon unit is kind of direct drive mechanism which generate
joint torque without any reductions.
On the other hand, there are a few application of musculoskeletal system to robot in the previous study. The Kotaro
and Kojiro robot is the full-scale humanoid robot driven by
the number of wire tension actuator [7]. The robot shows the
advantages of flexibility derived from redundant layout of actuators and flexible spine structure. The Lucy is also a bipedal
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musculoskeletal robot driven by the antagonistic mechanism
with mono-articular pneumatic muscles [8]. They use ZMP
based motion planning for walking with joint angle control.
The anthropomorphic musculoskeletal robot is proposed [9],
which perform the quasi-passive walking, hopping and a few
step dash, controlled with just only on/off function of solenoid
valves.
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B. Muscle Configuration and Force Output
The bi-articular muscles are those that cross two joints and
supply torques at both joints simultaneously. The functions of
bi-articular muscles are not known exactly. The previous study
shows that the bi-articular muscles can play a role of the force
control in the translation of the body center of gravity [10],
[11].
The relationships between muscle configuration and force
output of the musculoskeletal system are described and studied
using robot arm [12], [13].
The statics equation of the musculoskeletal leg shows that
the bi-articular muscles provide force output unavailable in
independently-driven joint with mono-articular muscle or electric motor (Fig.2).
A musculoskeletal robot with force-controlled mono- and
bi-articular muscles are required.

Musculoskeletal Athlete Robot.
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Fig. 4. Layout of the muscles. The symbols are, Gmin: gluteus minimus muscle, ADD: adductor muscles, Gmax: gluteus maximus muscle, IL: iliopsoas
muscle, HAM: hamstrings, RF: rectus femoris muscle, VAS: vastus muscles,
SOL: soleus muscle, TA: tibialis anterior muscle, respectively.

muscles. The robot with musculoskeletal mechanisms and
the controller of the muscle tension force is an appropriate
platform for bipedal running with the force control.

III. ATHLETE ROBOT
A. Overview

B. Muscular System

An “Athlete Robot” is bipedal robot with the artificial
musculoskeletal system to perform sprint running (Fig.3). The
pneumatic artificial muscles are used for the system. The
pneumatic muscle allow dynamic and agile movements for
the robot with its property of light-weight and large amount
of energy converted in short period of motion. In use of
pneumatic actuator driven by pressured air is not suitable for
the precise position/angle control application. In contrast, we
can control force/torque with relatively ease by the control
of the air pressure. We employ custom-made proportional
pressure control valve to control the inner pressure of the

The artificial musculoskeletal system of the robot is based
on the anatomical structure of the human (Fig.4). We carefully chose the parameters of mono-articular and bi-articular
muscles, such as diameter, length, and moment arm of the
tendon-pulley unit for each muscles (Fig.5).
The parameters of muscle configuration are decided by
consideration of both mathematically obtained parameters
using model of musculoskeletal leg and anatomical data of
the human. The physiological cross-sectional area: PCSA and
mass of the human muscles are reported in the literature in
biomechanics [14], [15].
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The lower leg of the human behaves like a non-linear spring
during dynamic locomotion [16], [17]. The muscles in lower
leg suppose to be used for fixing a tendon. In other proof,
the human athlete wearing spring foot, called “blade runner”,
could perform sprint running similar to normal people. From
these insights, we modeled the human lower leg in sprint
running as blade spring (Fig.6).
The physically inserted elastic element has advantages in
response to uncertainty of rough terrain and high frequency
impact force compared to the software feedback [18]. Though,
the elastic component negatively affect to the performance of
PID position control, the force control would work successfully.
IV. M USCULOSKELETAL M OTOR C ONTROL
A. Overview
The method of musculoskeletal motor control proposed here
is consists of measurement of human running and computation
of the muscle activation pattern by numerical optimization.
We use SCA (Sparse Coding of Activation) method to represent a motor command [19]. It is an abstract representation of
the movements with the simplified muscle activation patterns
as opposed to a high-dimensional state of the robot. The
patterns are generated by the combination of the appropriate
basis functions under the constraint of sparseness. Here, we
use a simple step function as a basis function. The activation
pattern is divided to n phases with duration time Tn (Fig.7).
From the collected kinematic and kinetic data during human
running, we divide motor command to four phases in one
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Fig. 8. The direction and magnitude of ground reaction force in human
running.

period of running [20]. The phases are phase of support,
recovery swing I, recovery swing II and descent foot.
B. Muscle Activation in the Support Phase
In the support phase, the robot is required to generate
a contact force in the dynamically constrained motion. The
control of the ground reaction force in the support phase
is the inverse problem to compute required muscle tension
forces from desired ground reaction force. We propose a
method for determining the muscle activation patterns from
a measurement of ground reaction force of human running
(Fig.8).
Let Q be the generalize force consist of force F and
moment M at the contact point between leg and environment
(eq.(1)).

QD

F
M


(1)

The relationships between force output of the leg Q and
tension force f generated by the muscles are described
using well-known equation of the duality between differential
kinematics and statics as:
G T ./f  J T ./Q D O

(2)

Here, a matrix J ./ is the Jacobian matrix represents the
differential relationship between the joint motion and the
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The binalized activation pattern generated from human EMG data.
Fig. 10.

The learned muscle activation pattern using dynamic simulation.

resulting end-effecter motion under the joint angles . The
matrix G ./ is the Jacobian matrix represents the differential
relationship between joint motion and the displacement of
the muscle actuator. The each element of the matrix G ./
represents moment arms of the joint.
The required muscle tension forces f are determined from
the desired force Qd with numerical optimization eq.(5). We
employ fatigue of the muscles weighted with the physiological
cross section of the muscles as the evaluation function.
Fig. 11.
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C. Muscle Activation in the Aerial Phase
The muscle activation patterns in the aerial phase are
extracted from the human electromyographic (EMG) data and
converted to the muscle activation for the robot. We can apply
the human EMG data to the robot because the anatomical
structure of the Athlete Robot is compatible with human.
In order to convert the signals, the EMG data is binalized as
shown in Fig.9 with the threshold of 50% of the peak value.
Then, we employ the motor learning with random exploration
and hill climbing method in physical simulator to determine
the activation patterns. We use OpenHRP3 simulator which
is free simulator with the efficient and precise computation
method for the calculation of the dynamics. The binalized
EMG data is used as the constraint of the muscle activation in
the learning. The evaluation function is the forward distance
of the robot. We transport the physical parameters of the robot
from 3DCAD model to the OpenHRP3 simulator. The elastic
blade of the foot is modeled as the translational joint. The
characteristics of the pneumatic muscles are described with
the theoretical equation [21]. Fig.10 shows acquired muscle
activation pattern from binalized EMG data.
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V. ROBOT E XPERIMENTS
A. Simulation Results
We perform the bipedal running from the drop off and
bouncing with given initial posture. The muscle activation
pattern is generated from the reshaped human EMG as shown
in Fig.10.
In the simulation experiment, we accomplish the eight steps
running. Fig.12 shows the forward travel (x axis) and height
(z axis) of the center of gravity. The maximum velocity of the
robot is about 3 m/s (10 km/h ). The robot fall down at a time
of 4.5 second and reach a distance of about 12 meters. The
Snapshots of the running are shown in Fig.11.
The average of total energy output of the muscles is
calculated as 140.5 J per cycle. The average of energy output
of the elastic blade foot from compressed state to the take off
is about 18.0 J. The results show that the elasticity of the blade
foot reaches 12.8 % of the total energy output of the muscles
per cycle.
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B. Single Muscle Activation
As a pilot study, we measured the ground reaction force
corresponding to the activation of the single muscle using force
plate. The robot is hanged from ceiling beam, and the leg is
touch up to the force plate. We captured the motions using
the Vicon motion capture system and Kistler force plates. The
initial ground reaction force is reset to zero. Then we apply
the pressure to a particular muscle. As shown in Fig.13 and
Fig.14, measured ground reaction force consistent with the
theoretical result. A vastus muscle (VAS) causes the forces to
the hip joint and a Gluteus maximus (Gmax) muscle causes
forces to the knee joint.
The results show that we can directly control the direction
of the ground reaction force by the muscle activation.
C. Running Experiment
The initial position and posture of the robot is shown in
Fig.15 which corresponds with the simulation setup. The robot
is hanged on a ceiling hook to sustain the posture. The robot
is decoupled from the hook to start the running. The launch
time is detected by the switch equipped in the hook. We use
rubber suspender to prevent the collapse onto the floor.
The proposed musculoskeletal motor control method is experimentally tested on the Athlete Robot (Fig.17). We captured
the motions using the Vicon motion capture system and Kistler
force plates. The results show that the robot can run three steps
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u

with artificial musculoskeletal system and elastic blade foot.
The motor command is based on the activation patter used
in simulation experiment and adjusted manually for the robot
Fig.16. The robot uses two strides to move through 1.0 meters.
The mean velocity of the robot is about 1.2 m/s. The energy
losses in collision between blade foot and ground cause the
decrease in performance from the simulation results.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed the approach of musculoskeletal motor control
for legged locomotion using muscle activity and kinetic data
of the human movements. We demonstrate the bipedal running
with musculoskeletal Athlete Robot with the elastic blade foot
and pressure controlled pneumatic muscles. We use muscle
activation patterns in support phase derived from physical
measurement of human running and numerical optimization
of the tension force of the muscles. We also apply the unique
approach to determined the muscle activation in aerial phase
based on the method that converting the human EMG signals
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Snapshots of the three steps of bipedeal running.

to the motor command of the robot. The future tasks are sensor
feedback control to adjust motor command, and advanced
analysis of measured movements of the robot.
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